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6 of 6 review helpful This book made me rethink what it is to be a woman and a feminist By nicole w brown I ve 
always considered myself a geek and I ve always considered myself a feminist even when others would try to paint it 
as a bad word What is a feminist but one who wants equal rights and pay for women all over the world I know that 
white women in the United States make 79 cents for every dollar a man makes Hispanic The Geek Feminist 
Revolution is a collection of essays by double Hugo Award winning essayist and fantasy novelist Kameron Hurley 
The book collects dozens of Hurley s essays on feminism geek culture and her experiences and insights as a genre 
writer including We Have Always Fought which won the 2013 Hugo for Best Related Work The Geek Feminist 
Revolution will also feature several entirely new essays written specifically for this volume ldquo An incisive 
opinionated and demanding blend of analysis and personal storytelling that will inspire her readers and peers in the 
science fiction community to work toward change rdquo Publishers Weekly starred review ldquo Plenty of ins 
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